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1. Twenty students in an experimental psychology class use various techniques to train a rat to move through a 

maze. At the end of the course, each student’s rat is timed as it negotiates the maze. The results (in minutes) are 

given below.  (round to two decimal places) 

1.97 0.60 4.02 3.20 1.15 6.06 4.44 2.02 3.37 3.65 1.74 2.75 3.81 9.70 8.29 5.63 5.21 4.55 7.60 3.16  

______a. What is the mean time the rats take to move through maze? 

______b. What is the median time the rats take to move through maze? 

______c. How many rats have times more than the mean? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Following are the annual numbers of deaths from tornadoes in the United States from 1990 through 2000. 

53 39 39 33 69 30 25 67 130 94 40  

______ a. What is the median number of deaths from tornadoes? 

_______b. What is the third quartile of the above data?  

_______c. What is the interquartile range? 

_______d. Is the data skewed left, skewed right, or almost symmetric? 

 

3. A commuter must pass through five traffic lights on her way to work and will have to stop at each one 

that is red. She estimates the probability model for the number of red lights she hits, as below. 

         X      0         1         2        3       4          5               

      P(X)       .05      .25       .35   .15      .15       .05    

 

______a. What is the probability that on any given day she will get at most three red lights? 

______b. What is the probability that on any given day she will get between 2 and 5 (not including 2 and 5) red   

                  lights? 
______c. What is the probability that on any given day she will get at least two red lights? 

______d. What is the expected number of red lights she will have on a given day?      

 

______4. You bought a new set of four tires from a manufacturer who just announced a recall because 2% of those tires 

                  are defective. What is the probability that at least one of yours is defective? (round to 2 decimal places) 

 

 

______5. ACT scores of SEMO students is distributed as Normal Distribution with a mean score of 22 and 

                 standard deviation of 4 on a standardized test. In what range would approximately 68% of the students’ scores 

                 fall? 

 

 

______6. A 65- year old woman takes out a $100,000 term life insurance policy. The company charges 

               an annual premium of $520. If the mortality tables indicate that only 2.6% of women age 65 die within 

               a year, what is the company’s expected profit? 

 


